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Introduction
How did this work evolve? W here did the initial inspiration come from?
When we premiered Mouthpiece in 2015, a woman in her sixties came up to us after the show and said: “I
don’t remember exactly when or how it happened but at a certain age I realized I had become invisible.” This
image struck a chord within us, as did the response from the many women in the music industry who came to
see the show. They responded in such a visceral way - Yes! I feel THAT. But it's even worse in our industry
(possibly the most misogynist art form of them all). The two of us simultaneously had the idea to create a piece
that revolved around a rock band. We wanted to put female musicians front and centre - plugged in. LOUD.
We wanted women taking up space in their own individual ways while expressing what it’s like to be made
small. We were calling it a Rock Opera at that time.
As well, the inquiry into Missing and Murdered Indigenous Women and Girls (MMIWG) hadn’t been initiated
yet, and the stories of Indigenous women going missing were not being focussed on in the media. We felt that
if we were going to speak about the erasure of women it was important to collaborate with Indigenous artists to
draw attention to this very literal way that women are being wiped out, and how the rotten white colonial settler
patriarchal system is managing to convince the public that this national crisis doesn’t matter.
So we started writing, and looking for artists to collaborate with on the project. It soon became clear that it
would be near impossible to find actors who were also rock and roll musicians, so we prioritized the
actor/collaborators and it began to diverge from a rock opera into more of a play with music. As we worked
further we realized: shit. There are so many forms of disappearances - both literal and figurative - that women
experience every day, we need several distinct voices to voice them. So it has evolved into a piece with six
narratives, told in different ways stylistically, wherein each character is being erased in many ways. There’s still
some rock and roll in there though.
What are the ways that women 'fade from sight in our culture'?
While progress is certainly happening in regards to women’s rights, there are countless ways in which women
are still being made invisible, unseen, unheard, or simply de-valued in 2018. All you have to do is look at the
headlines. A Supreme Court judge gets nominated despite allegations of sexual assault from a brave woman
who risked ruining her life to speak up. Abortions are still not available in certain provinces in this country and
women are forced to travel great distances at great expense to exercise their right to choose. The statistics of
women in positions of power aren’t increasing, look at our own industry where according to Equity in Theatre as artistic directors, directors, and playwrights, women in Canada's professional theatre industry have not
surpassed the 35% employment marker. Our stories are not being told, which means our voices are not being
heard. The rates of eating disorders in young women are only growing, an illness that literally makes women
disappear inch by inch. Somewhere in the ballpark of 4000 Indigenous women are missing in this country and
the system is making it almost impossible for their families to look into finding any answers. Serena Williams is
stripped of her humanity when she is depicted in a cartoon that accentuates her blackness as being
synonymous with anger just for expressing the same sort of emotion that her white male counterparts are given
full permission to assert. Shall we continue…?
What was the biggest challenge you faced in mounting this production?
Co-writing a project with six voices that are given equal space and time. This was a major shift from any work
either of us has ever made before. Yes we have devised plays, but never like this. Attempting to build a
platform from which multiple voices can speak in an honest and safe way is not easy. It’s beautiful, it’s a laugh
riot and it’s inspiring, but it is also a major challenge. The construction relies on patience, sweat, love, rigour.
tears, and years of commitment from many people who are willing to take massive risks, and it has to be
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reinvented daily. Every single collaborator entangled on this adventure has devoted themselves completely to
this challenge.
What did you learn about yourself in creating this production?
The learning has been immense in this process. Collaborating with this group of artists has taught us so much,
not just about the process of creating work in a horizontal structure, but also about a swath of different
perspectives. We have been given the gift of hearing stories and experiences, thoughts and feelings, politics
and personal secrets, from a group of women we admire and respect deeply. Learning our own blind spots and
limitations has been life changing.
What do you hope that audiences take away from this work?
We hope that audiences leave this show and think about the truths they are not seeing or hearing; that they are
encouraged to look and listen deeply to the stories that are often not given space in the public eye. There are
two sides to this coin: having the courage to speak your own truth, and having the awareness to practice deep
listening to the truths that you may not share. The fact that these six performers on stage are able to share
space and time, to generously boost each other up to tell their individual stories and work together to bring
light to shadowy corners, we hope is a model of how intersectionality can be made manifest. In order to move
the women’s movement forward, we have to do it together.

Characters
JOANNE
Tall, thin, white, commanding, sixty-two year old woman living in the Annex in Toronto. She has been a
journalist for forty years. The play opens on Joanne preparing to receive a lifetime achievement award in
journalism.
FLORENCE (FLO)
Striking, fierce, French-Canadian, black singer living in Montréal. She has a two-year old son. Florence is at the
height of her career as a touring artist. We see two sides of her that are remarkably different: the on stage
presence (FLO) and the off stage (FLORENCE).
DEZ
Spirited eighteen-year old Saanich woman from the Coast Salish region of Vancouver Island, BC. Dez is
transitioning from high school to University and trying to find where she fits in.
KATHERINE (KATE)
Highly academic, enthusiastic and intellectual micro-biologist, living in Vancouver. Katherine becomes pregnant
mid-way through the play. She has to decide whether to keep the baby or travel to Brazil to complete the
research that would result in a ground-breaking study published in her name.
JENNIE
New mother living in Edmonton who is experiencing post-partum difficulties revolving around her body, losing
the baby weight, and the general trials of new motherhood. She gave up a burgeoning career as an actress in
order to raise her daughter. Over-exhausted and falling into a black hole of neuroses, we meet Jennie when
she is fluctuating between an intense love for her baby and questioning her decision to have children at all.
DARYA
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A liberated woman. Free form the confines of the patriarchy. Thus a mythical creature. DARYA is the
storyteller/ageless observer who watches and comments as the narratives unfold.
* NOTE: All performers shift from playing a character to a nameless woman. During the choreographies they
are not bound by the confines of their character but act out a free-er “all-woman.” Often the role of these “allwomen” is to work together. Sometimes it is to do the opposite.

Themes

There are many themes in this play that speak to the experience of each of six women’s different experiences.
These themes include: aging, motherhood, public persona vs. private persona, sexism, coming of age, personal
growth and transformation, erasure, racism, Indigeneity.

Cast and Creative

Direction - Amy Nostbakken and Norah Sadava
Creators and Performers - Lisa Karen Cox, Maggie Huculak, Raha Javanfar, Amy Nostbakken, Norah Sadava
and Cheyenne Scott
Choreography - Orian Michaeli
Composition - Amy Nostbakken
Dramaturgy - Lisa Codrington and Falen Johnson
Set, Prop and Costume Design - Jung-Hye Kim
Assistant Costume Design and Head of Wardrobe - Sim Suzer
Head of Props - Kira Duff
Lighting Design - André du Toit
Video Design - Kaitlin Hickey and Lily Ross-Millard
Sound Design - James Bunton
Additional Composition - Motion and DJ L’Oqenz
Creative Contributors - Émilie Monnet and Natasha Mumba
Production Manager - Suzie Balogh
Technical Director - Adrien Whan
Stage Manager - Tara Mohan
Assistant Stage Manager - Emily Maxwell
Live Sound Engineer - Amy Fort
Co-Producers- Nightwood Theatre, Quote Unquote Collective, Why Not Theatre

About Quote Unquote Collective

Quote Unquote Collective is a Toronto-based multi-disciplinary performance company that aims to work
outside the boundaries of tradition and expectation. Engaging with urgent social and political themes,
the company is founded on the firm belief that art and performance are tools to provoke conversation
and change. Co-founders Amy Nostbakken and Norah Sadava, who both have a strong background in
physical theatre and music, have joined forces to produce work in a variety of genres and disciplines as a
means to make new, experimental, and provocative performance work that ignites conversation within
the community and the world at large. Defying conventions of style and form, the collective is built on
the idea that individual ideas demand to be expressed through different forms, and should be expressed
by whatever means necessary.

About Nightwood Theatre

Nightwood Theatre is Canada’s leading producer of contemporary theatre created by women. Founded in
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1979 by Cynthia Grant, Kim Renders, Mary Vingoe and Maureen White, it is known as the oldest professional
women’s theatre in Canada. Since it’s founding, Nightwood has created and produced award-winning plays,
which have won Dora Mavor Moore, Chalmers, Trillium and Governor General’s Awards. Today Nightwood
remains at the forefront of developing and disseminating new work by female playwrights in Canada, with a
legacy of nearly four decades of propelling women’s voice. As a feminist theatre, Nightwood creates a forum
for a vital conversation about women’s lived experiences to a broad and engaged audience. It brings together
diverse female artists and provides them with unparalleled opportunities and essential resources to develop
and produce widely acclaimed, provocative, entertaining and socially relevant theatre. Committed to artistic
excellence, the avid promotion of gender equity in the arts, and the successful training and development of
emerging female talent, Nightwood has become an established, nationally respected theatre.

About Why Not Theatre

Why Not Theatre is an agile, international theatre company based in Toronto, Canada, rooted in the values of
innovation, community and collaboration. Our work is inventive, cross-cultural, and reflects our passion for the
exploration of difference. We challenge the status quo, by examining what stories are being told, and who is
telling them. More than just a theatre company, we develop creative strategies to build a healthier and stronger
arts ecology. We MAKE and tour critically-acclaimed and award-winning new work, SHARE resources with
other companies and artists to produce and tour their work, and PROVOKE change through new producing
models and the presentation of work for new audiences. We are led by a core team of Founding Artistic
Director Ravi Jain, Managing Director Owais Lightwala, and Executive Producer Kelly Read.
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Synopsis
ACT 1: SPRING
Act 1, Sc. 1
The performers begin the play by doing a dance to mark the coming of spring. The choreography is inspired by
child-birth as spring is often associated with fertility and new life. DARYA is introduced as the
storyteller/observer of this play.
Act 1, Sc. 2
DEZ is excited because she just got back from a bush party where she met a girl, Michelle. DEZ is about to
graduate high school and is hoping to go to UBC in the fall, where, coincidentally, Michelle is also going.
Act 1, Sc. 3
KATHERINE (KATE), is at a conference entitled Synergy in Science, where she is featured speaker. In this
moment she is speaking with one of her male colleagues when another man puts a hand on her arm. He
completely ignores her and begins a conversation with the man KATE was just speaking with. KATE wonders
how long it will take for him to talk to her and to remove his hand from her arm.
Act 1, Sc. 4
JOANNE just got off the phone with the CJF who told her she was being honoured with a lifetime achievement
award for her work as a journalist and social activist over four decades. She spends the rest of the scene
deciding what she is going wear.
Act 1, Sc. 5
FLO is getting ready to go on stage. One of her handlers runs on to get her to go onstage with chains. They
have an argument, which the audience does not hear, but the result is that she goes on stage with the chains.
Act 1, Sc. 6
JENNIE Googles “what if I hate being a mom” and “how to lose the baby weight.” Her baby starts to cry and
she tries to sing her baby to sleep. Throughout the scene the other women join her in song and all take on the
roles of under slept mothers. JENNIE’s Google search continues as the women are singing and eventually the
screen is taken over with many different bellies flashing at a rapid pace.
Act 1, Sc. 7
DARYA gives the history of the women’s vote in Canada. At first it seems simple because the history that most
Canadians know is that women received the right to vote in 1929. However, we realize it’s not that simple as
many groups of women were not able to vote until much later, including Chinese, Indian, Inuit and Indigenous
women.
ACT 2: SUMMER
Act 2, Scene 1
Summer begins with KATE becoming pregnant. This is shown through the other women stuffing fabric in her
pants. The performers do a dance to mark the season changing from spring to summer. This dance is inspired
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by sex, and all the women are masturbating. This embodies the freedom, looseness and pleasure of the
summer.

Act 2, Sc. 2
KATE is at another conference to make the announcement that the final leg of her research has received
funding and that she and her team are going to Brazil to conduct their research. She is in a group of male
colleagues, and she is interested to speak to her colleagues about her research on Colony Collapse Disorder
(CCD). However, she can’t get a word in edgewise. She tries many times, but her colleagues continue to talk
over her and not pay attention to the fact that she has a lot to say on the subject.
Act 2, Sc. 3
The women perform a choral poem about why they could never be the president. This is a stereotype that
women could not hold public office because once a month they are affected by the hormones that come with
having their period. Through humour and sarcasm they point out that men, who have always controlled the
presidential office, have made a lot of bad decisions, such as dropping an atomic bomb on Japan.
Act 2, Sc. 4
JENNIE is listening to CBC radio while Googling on her computer. She has her baby monitor and is waiting for
her baby to wake up. She considers changing her desktop photo to one from before she was a mom, but
decides to keep the picture of her baby. She Googles “What if I hate being a mom?” Her baby cries and she
goes off stage. DEZ and DARYA come on stage and play a game of tag. JENNIE comes back on and shuts her
laptop.
Act 2, Sc.5
DEZ is excited because Michelle came to visit her for the weekend. She can’t wait to show Michelle her
favourite places. She is also excited because Michelle asked if DEZ wanted to move in together in fall. While
DEZ’s parents aren’t completely into the idea of her living in the city, her mom gave her her grandmother’s fur
coat to take with her to the city.
Act 2, Sc. 6
FLO practices a new song with her backup dancers. Halfway through the number the music stops and it is clear
that FLO’s manager is wondering why she stopped singing in the last section. She expresses her inability to
breathe, and in their discussion it becomes clear that her manager isn’t listening to what she needs and she
must choose to suck it up. The dance continues, but the mood has changed.
Act 2, Sc. 7
This is a choral scene about the experience of walking home at night as a woman. The women talk about
strategies they use when they are walking home and they tell stories about things that have happened to them
that contribute to their fear. They perform this scene in the dark to create the feeling of what it is like to walk
home in the night.
Act 2, Sc. 8
JOANNE is waiting for her cardiologist to call. While she is waiting she muses about the recent article she
wrote, and also about the effects that women have on the planet, going on a date and sex. She relishes her
independence and feels exhausted by the idea of having to care for someone again.
Act 2, Sc. 9
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DARYA gives the history of veiling women and talks about the different kinds of veils women have to wear. In
the middle of the monologue RAHA (the actor playing DARYA) breaks out of role and talks about her personal
feelings about veiling women as someone who grew up in Iran. She then resumes her role as DARYA and
launches back into her monologues about the history of veils.
ACT 3: FALL
Act 3, Sc. 1
All the women enter in trench coats. It is the beginning of fall, and they all perform a dancing about falling, but
continuing to hang on. This is inspired by the falling leaves and the fact that everything dies in the fall. The
women manage to struggle through it and they end up having a lot of fun.
Act 3, Sc. 2
DARYA speaks about the struggle of the fall while doing handstands.
Act 3, Sc. 3
KATE is at a benefit for the donors who funded the expedition for her research project. She talks about all of
the various vaccinations she has to get in order to go to Brazil while one of her male colleagues asks her
condescending questions about her age and the fact that she is wearing pants. In the middle of her list of
vaccinations she lands on the Zika virus, to which there is no cure. She knows she is pregnant, and she wonders
what will happen if she doesn’t go on the expedition. She knows the research will happen without her and she
won’t be there to make the discovery, and that her name will be footnote.
Act 3, Sc. 4
The women perform choreography of someone’s hand invading their personal space and trying to stop it. After
each attempt they compose themselves to look as if nothing is happening.
Act 3, Sc. 5
DARYA remembers all the women whose names got erased from history books for making big discoveries.
Instead it was the men (husbands, colleagues, friends, etc.) who took credit and often won Nobel Prizes. While
she is talking KATE is sitting and waiting. At the end we discover that KATE is in a waiting room when her name
is called. She has gone to get an abortion.
Act 3, Sc. 6
DEZ sings a song from Pocahontas. She remembers how excited she was to move into her new apartment with
Michelle, but that was before Michelle dumped her. Now she is on the hunt to rebound from that relationship.
While she tells the story of picking up a girl in the club she is taken back to her latest hunting expedition with
her dad when she shot and killed a deer. She goes back to the story of hooking up with the girl, and how lonely
she feels when she has to go back to her apartment in the morning.
Act 3, Sc. 7
FLO is in the middle of a concert and is going back to her dressing room to change into her next outfit. As she
begins to undress her handler lets her know she has a call from her husband. She speaks to him in French, a
side of her we have not seen yet. When she gets off the phone she is very excited. After 10 years of waiting her
husband has found her children a black dentist. She is beside herself knowing they can see a role model of
what they can become as young black children. While FLO speaks she gets completely naked. AMY (the actor
who plays KATE) comes on naked and says what she is thinking about as she comes on naked. All the women
come on and speak from LISA’s (the actor who plays FLO) perspective as the only black women on stage. It
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becomes clear that it is complicated for a black women to be naked onstage based on historical and
contemporary racism.
Act 3, Sc. 8
JOANNE gives her speech as she receives her lifetime achievement award. When she begins it seems as
though she is going to deliver a nice speech, but very quickly she begins to dig in to people and to society in
general. She expresses her outrage at the state of the world and how she tried to pretend she did not care
about it. She recognizes that she needs to take a break and hands it over to the next generation to take over, to
continue to expose all the atrocities. She is cut off during her last sentence.
Act 3, Sc. 9
FLO performs a concert in Tokyo. She expresses the feeling that she sometimes wants to leave “you,” and it is
unclear whether she means the audience, or the music business in general. However, it is clear she does not
have any other options, so she stays and performs a jazz song about how she will never leave. At the end of the
scene she lays down her microphone.
Act 3, Sc. 10
NORAH, the actor playing JENNIE, breaks out of her character and speaks directly to the audience. She
discloses that she has never carried a baby, but she talks about her experience at the eating disorder clinic. She
recalls one time when she saw an old woman there who stood out in comparison to the anorexic teenagers.
Seeing this woman gave NORAH the push she needed to change because she did not want to be that old and
still suffering from an eating disorder.
ACT 4: WINTER
Act 4, Sc. 1
All the women enter in the same fur coats they wore at the beginning of the play. The winter dance is inspired
by hunting, where they take on the role of the prey. At the end of the scene there is the sound of animals
scattering and the women all scatter. DEZ slowly removes her fur jacket.
Act 4, Sc. 2
JENNIE writes an email to a friend. She is trying to find the right words as she tries to express her frustration
with being away from work and with her baby. She tries to craft a statement that doesn’t make her sound like
she hates her baby, but that adequately expresses the hard feelings she is having. In the middle of the scene
KATE enters and performs her own abortion. At the end of the scene JENNIE begins running on the spot, and
she does not stop running for the rest of the play.
Act 4, Sc. 3
KATE is sitting in the waiting room of her mentor’s office to go over the plans for their project. They did not
receive all the funding that they were expecting and so their project has been postponed. KATE is in the
middle of going over the plans and how maybe her mentor, Michael, will finally listen to what she has been
saying all along, when he calls out “Kathy.” She ignores him because, as she says, her name is not Kathy. He
keeps calling out “Kathy,” and she gets more and more frustrated to the point where she throws and breaks a
chair.
Act 4, Sc. 4
JOANNE puts on large wool socks as if she is putting on figure skates. She performs a dance as if she skating
on ice.
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Act 4, Sc. 5
DARYA comes on and discovers that DEZ is missing. She tries to get the other women to care about what
happened, but they begin to perform the spring dance, as if starting the play from the beginning. She tries to
rally the audience. Once she realizes that no one is going to do anything she lies down to begin the spring
dance. At this moment DEZ enters and describes what happened the night she went missing. People walked
past her, she got taken to the hospital, but no one attended to her swiftly enough. An elder finds her coat and
knows what happened. She takes the coat home and she and her grand-daughter burn it. DEZ then has a
memory of a car trip with her parents as they blast music and sing at full volume.
Act 4, Sc. 6
The women form a band and DEZ sings the vocal solo from Pink Floyd’s “Great Gig in the Sky” that was
originally sung by Clare Torry.
END OF PLAY
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Related Articles
Questions before reading the article:
1. Do you know who Alessandro Strumia is? Do you know about the events that happened at Cern? How did
you hear about them?

'Physics was built by men': Cern suspends scientist over remarks
By Angela Giuffrida and Mattha Busby
Published: October 1 st , 2018, The Guardian
A senior Italian scientist has been suspended after he sparked fury during a presentation at Cern, the European
nuclear research centre in Geneva, when he said physics was “invented and built by men, it’s not by invitation”.
Prof. Alessandro Strumia of Pisa University claimed during a seminar on gender issues in physics that male
scientists were being discriminated against because of ideology.
Cern issued a statement on Monday suspending Strumia with immediate effect pending an investigation for his
“unacceptable” presentation, which was “contrary to the Cern code of conduct”.
“Cern always strives to carry out its scientific mission in a peaceful and inclusive environment,” it said. However,
attendees questioned why he was allowed to speak at all, given that his views are widely known.
Strumia told the audience, mostly comprising female physicists, that female researchers in Italy tended to
benefit from either “free or cheaper university” education, while Oxford University in England “extends exam
times for women’s benefit”.
Strumia defended his comments, telling the Guardian that his detractors were “trying to paint me as a monster
who discriminates against women” and that his presentation of “facts” was in response to statements made
about men discriminating against women.
He said data showed male and female scientists were equally cited in presentations, and that women were
favoured when it came to hiring. “This is not the message they wanted [to hear] at this conference,” he said.
Strumia, who regularly works at Cern, said claims by a participant at the event that the sphere of physics was
second only to the military for sexual abuse were “totally absurd”.
He said: “These people are so worried about problems that don’t exist. What I actually said has good purpose.
We are not discriminating, women have been helped for years.”
Cern, whose director general is the Italian physicist Fabiola Gianotti, described Strumia’s presentation as highly
offensive and removed the slides used in his talk from its website.
It said: “The organisers from Cern and several collaborating universities were not aware of the content of the
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talk prior to the workshop. Diversity is a strong reality at Cern and is also one of the core values underpinning
our code of conduct. The organisation is fully committed to promoting diversity and equality at all levels.”
However, the slideshow was circulated online, with one sentence saying that prominent female physicists, such
as Marie Curie, were “welcomed only after showing what they can do, got Nobels … ”
Strumia claimed he had been overlooked for a role in favour of a woman and that anyone who spoke out was
attacked, censored or risked losing their job. “I like physics and science because everyone can do what they
want. I don’t like it when there’s social engineering to decide how many men, women and categories there
should be,” he said.
Dr Jessica Wade, a physicist from Imperial College London who attended the event, said Strumia’s presentation
was terrifying and simplistic, and that she felt awful for “every young high-energy physicist in that room” who
would have had “all of their enthusiasm sucked away”.
“Only those who have done an academic presentation can understand the sense of terror, and then absolute
joy, that you get presenting your research to a field of experts,” she said.
“It’s such a rush, [especially when] you realise that you’ve done a cutting-edge piece of science that no one’s
ever done. But to have all of that enthusiasm sucked away because someone tells you that you are only there
because you are a woman is the most horrible feeling in the entire world.”
She added that he drew upon discredited research and that it was unjust to refer to somebody’s number of
citations as a metric for ability given that the whole process of peer reviewing is biased against women and
non-westerners in the first instance.
“I have no personal vendetta against this man, I just don’t like the toxic and incorrect messages he
propagates,” she said after it emerged Sturmia had been suspended. “I’d rather he had some training in
unconscious, or rather conscious, bias and read Angela Saini’s Inferior.”
Professor Anne-Christine Davis of Cambridge University, who was in Geneva for the event but left a day before
his presentation, said: “His comments were absolutely outrageous. They are the sort of comments that people
may have made decades ago but, coming in this day and age, I just don’t know what planet he lives on.”
Davis said “there’s an unconscious bias going on all the time”, and that women often lose out on roles.
In response to his comments on sexual harassment, Davis, who was a victim of it at the early stage of her
career, said: “He’s clearly someone who’s never been on the receiving end of sexual harassment, but actually
quite a lot of female physicists have been.”
Gianotti became the first woman to hold the five-year mandate as director general of Cern in 2016. She said in
an interview earlier this year that “fundamental sciences are still male-dominated”, but that she never
personally felt discrimination.
However, Gianotti, who led Atlas, one of Cern’s two main detector projects that pinpointed the Higgs Boson
particle, added that while her role “demonstrated there is no prejudice against women in those positions, some
of my female colleagues had a much harder time than I did”.
Questions after reading the article:
1. Did reading this article surprise you? In what ways?
2. What do you feel after reading about Strumia and his lecture at Cern?
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Questions before reading the article:
1. Why do you think there was a scene explaining how the actor playing FLO felt about getting naked on
stage?
2. What was the difference for the actor playing KATE to come on stage naked?

Objectification and sexualisation of the Black female body
– from Sara Baartman to Beyoncé
By Marjorie H Morgan © 2018
Since the 15th century – in the Americas and the colonised world – the Black female body has been seen as a
product to be used to produce more products in the same image; this has some parallels with the Black African
tradition where the Black female body was viewed as a source of social success and family wealth, the
commonality between these two views is patriarchy.
Objectification of the Black female body renders the black woman a commodity that others can enact their will
upon, e.g. rage, lust, anger, disgust, desire. Therefore Black women need to regain control of the image that
they project of their own bodies. Beyoncé is one Black woman who appears to be controlling the
representation and reflection of her concept of the Black female body.
During her performances Beyoncé often uses her body in a sexualised manner as a signifier of her own
feminism. Her stage and public appearances contest the whiteness of mainstream feminism, although Dr bell
hooks, a black academic feminist, described Beyoncé as a ‘terrorist’ who potentially harms black girls with her
sexualised performances (2014).
After the release of Lemonade (2017) hooks also suggested that Beyoncé used that opportunity to exploit
“images of Black female bodies” in a way that was neither “radical nor revolutionary” and that it glamorised the
gendered dichotomy and “glamorizes a world of gendered cultural paradox and contradiction.”
Black female bodies have historically had repeated collisions with masculinity, power, and whiteness; these
bodies constantly exhibit strength beyond the imposed theories as they continue to disrupt the masculine
narrative of superiority, because without them Black life does not continue.
When Black bodies were viewed as products they were also categorised as sexual and economic property
where the sexuality and reproduction were strictly controlled; in this manner they are systematically
dehumanised and positioned to be subject to the white patriarchal system. A prime example of this occurred in
1814 when Sara (aka Sarah or Saartjie) Baartman, also known as the Hottentot Venus, was displayed in a cage,
and objectified as a deviant savage who was an inferior being. Baartman was described has having “abnormal
sexuality and genitalia”.
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Sara Baartman was in fact a Khoikhoi woman – an aboriginal South African – who became a domestic servant to
Dutch coloniser Pieter Willem Cezar in Cape Town, South Africa, before she was employed by English ship
surgeon William Dunlop and Cezar’s brother Hendrik.
Apparently Sara Baartman signed a contract on 29 October 1810 with the terms stipulating that she would be a
domestic servant in England and Ireland for Dunlop and Hendrik Cezar in addition to being exhibited for
entertainment purposes. The contract allegedly stated that Baartman would receive a portion of the earnings
and would also be allowed to return to South Africa after five years. However, after four years in England
Baartman was sold to Reaux, a showman in France, who showcased her alongside his animals.
Baartman died in France in 1815 after being exhibited and studied as a science specimen by French
anatomists, zoologists and physiologists. Baartman was used to emphasise the theory that Black Africans were
hyper sexual and less human than Europeans. It was through this initial commodification process that black
bodies were positioned to be subject to the white patriarchal system. As Iman Cooper (2015) says essentially
“the humanity of the black body was ruptured into an object to be bought and sold, in order to satisfy the
economic desires of the white slave owners.”
Baartman is symbolic because her Black African female body was used as imagery to represent, reflect and
affect the nascent European held opinions of ‘savage sexuality and racial inferiority’ of the time. The physical
presence of Black bodies in the world is undeniable, however the concept of racism made the power and selfagency of those bodies incomprehensible and refutable in the eyes of white colonisers, but the black body has
always remained self-defining and disruptive to global theories of cultural being.
This originally European social conceptualisation of the black body has remained widely unchallenged by
mainstream society, especially in media outlets that are controlled by heteronormative white men. Therein
femininity is also codified as Christian, white, docile, chase and pure, while Black women’s religious
characteristics are not viewed in the same way as their white counterparts, they have historically been viewed as
uncontrolled, loud, wild, lewd and evil. Both black and white female bodies have been regulated according to
the diametrically opposed assumptions held about each other, largely based on the overriding global standard
rooted in racism.
With the exception of talk show hosts such as American Oprah Winfrey and British Trisha Goddard, Black
women on television have mainly been represented as “crude stereotypes of exotic animalistic hypersexuality
(black women) … or sexual submissiveness (Asian women)” – this is often represented as lacking in ‘feminine’
behaviour. Sexualised women are also frequently depicted as working class – all is dependent on the ‘viewer’s’
gaze. In this instance who is the viewer? Male, white, middle class.
Black women performers like Beyoncé often use their bodies as a means to reclaim and contest the control of
the image of the Black female body from their personal perspective: powerful, sexual, self-regulating.
Who is right, Beyoncé or bell hooks? Can’t they both be correct? Black women have a right to control their own
image and decide on the sexualisation of their individual bodies – that is their agency and feminist right of self
determination.
Bodies will always be sexualised and objectified by the gaze of the ‘other’ be it the gaze of a man or another
woman (Black or white). Therefore Black women are justified in deciding their own degree of visual
sexualisation according to the pervading and overarching social mores, nevertheless I do not believe
sexualisation can be ignored or viewed in isolation without considering the history of objectification and
sexualisation of the female body, specifically the Black female body.
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As Nora Chipaumire suggested in 2014, the Black female body can acknowledge her own power and presence,
and negotiate the way others look at it or see it in her own way, on her own terms.
Black female bodies are engaging in the freedom of expression as their own subjects, they are no longer mere
objects.
Questions after reading the article:
1. How do you better understand FLO’s dressing room after reading this article?
2. Can you think of examples in your own life or in other people’s lives when, similar to FLO’s situation, things
are a lot more complex then they seem?
Questions before reading the article:
1. How much do you know about the issues surround the Missing and Murdered Indigenous Women and Girls
in Canada?
2. Do you know what the Canadian government is doing to help the situation?

Missing and Murdered Indigenous Women and Girls in Canada
By Jennifer Brant
Published: March 22, 2017, The Canadian Encyclopedia
Missing and murdered Indigenous women and girls in Canada (MMIWG, formerly MMIW) refers to a human
rights crisis that has only recently become a topic of discussion within national media. Indigenous women and
communities, women’s groups and international organizations have long called for action into the high and
disproportionate rates of violence and the appalling numbers of missing and murdered Indigenous women and
girls in Canada. Prior to the launch of the national public inquiry on 8 December 2015, these calls were
continually ignored by the federal government. Described by some as a hidden crisis, Dawn Lavell-Harvard,
former president of the Native Women’s Association of Canada, refers to MMIWG as a national tragedy and a
national shame. In 2015, the Truth and Reconciliation Commission of Canada supported the call for a national
public inquiry into the disproportionate victimization of Indigenous women and girls.
The Missing and Murdered: Statistics and Demographics
There is a lot of disagreement about the number of missing and murdered Indigenous women and girls in
Canada. The Royal Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP) acknowledged in a 2014 report that there have been
nearly 1,200 missing and murdered Indigenous women between 1980 and 2012. Indigenous women’s groups,
however, document the number of missing and murdered to be over 4,000. The confusion about the numbers
has to do with the under-reporting of violence against Indigenous women and girls and the lack of an effective
database, as well as the failure to identify such cases by ethnicity.
The Native Women’s Association of Canada (NWAC) has drawn attention to figures from Statistics
Canada documenting high rates of violence against Indigenous women. For example, Indigenous women 15
years and older were 3.5 times more likely to experience violence than non-Indigenous women, according to
the 2004 General Social Survey. Violence against Indigenous women and girls is not only more frequent but
also more severe. Between 1997 and 2000, the homicide rate for Indigenous women was nearly seven times
higher than the rate for non-Indigenous women.
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The demographics give a sense of the extent of the violence that Indigenous women and girls face across this
country, but they fail to tell the stories of the deep trauma that this violence has on entire communities or the
stories of children who have lost their mothers to senseless violence. The statistics cannot reflect the
experiences of the families and communities who have lost a loved one. The missing and murdered Indigenous
women and girls were mothers, daughters, sisters, aunties, cousins and grandmothers. Many were students
completing post-secondary education, such as Loretta Saunders, an Inukwoman murdered at age 26 in 2014,
who was completing her honours thesis on this very issue at the time she went missing. Some were only
children, such as 14-year-old Azraya Acakabee Kokopenace and 15-year-old Tina Fontaine — who were both in
the child welfare system at the time — or 16-year-old Delaine Copenace. This ongoing tragedy affects all
Indigenous women and girls from all walks of life and throughout many communities and cities across Canada.
Although some perpetrators are known to the victim, many are strangers.

Historical Context: Colonialism, Racism and the Sexualization of Women
Nick Printup, director and producer of the documentary Our Sisters in Spirit, stated in a 2016 interview that “to
begin to understand the severity of the tragedy facing Indigenous women today you must first understand the
history.” The issue of missing and murdered Indigenous women and girls in Canada is as old as the
development of Canada itself and must be understood within the historical context of settler colonialism that
has led to the ongoing racialization and sexualization of Indigenous women. Historically, Indigenous women
were sexualized and held against dangerous cultural attitudes and stereotypes that permeate many facets of
Canadian society today.
The late Mohawk poet Tekahionwake (E. Pauline Johnson) wrote about these stereotypes 125 years ago. In an
essay entitled “A Strong Race Opinion: On The Indian Girl in Modern Fiction,” which was originally published in
the Toronto Sunday Globe on 22 May 1892, Johnson spoke out about the images of the “Indian squaw” that
were presented in mainstream literature. Similarly, in her book, Iskwewak — Kah’Ki Yaw Ni Wahkomakanak:
Neither Indian Princesses nor Easy Squaws (1995), author Janice Acoose also drew attention to the racialized
and sexualized legacy of settler colonialism that has led to an acceptance of violence. As Acoose noted, these
colonial attitudes have justified many of the legally sanctioned policies that have targeted Indigenous women
and families, such as the Indian Act and residential schools. Other examples include the pass system (a process
by which Indian agents approved passes for First Nations people to leave the reserve for whatever reason) and
forced sterilization. All of these policies severely limited Indigenous women’s livelihood by severing community
ties and preventing Indigenous women’s access to community resources and safety networks. Colonial attitudes
also justified the mass removal of Indigenous children through policies of state apprehension, such as
the Sixties Scoop, and this continues today in what is now referred to as the “Millenium Scoop.” Violence
against Indigenous women and girls in Canada today cannot be understood without first examining the effects
of Canada’s deep history of settler colonialism on Indigenous families and communities.
Amnesty International: A Call to Action
In October 2004, Amnesty International released a report entitled Stolen Sisters: A Human Rights Response to
Discrimination and Violence against Indigenous Women in Canada, in response to the appalling number of
Indigenous women who are victims of racialized and sexualized violence. This report was positioned as a call for
action. Amnesty highlighted the stories of nine women, including Helen Betty Osborne (a Creewoman
abducted and killed at the age of 19 by four white men in The Pas, Manitoba, in 1971) and her 16-year-old
cousin Felicia Solomon, whose remains were found in the Red River in 2003. Amnesty shared some stories of
the missing and murdered to bring clarity to the severity of the violence faced by Indigenous women. The
report also noted a lack of comprehensive reporting and statistical analysis, and called for more police
accountability, stating that Indigenous women are both overpoliced and underprotected. Amnesty
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documented the social and economic marginalization of Indigenous women, noting that racism, poverty and
marginalization, along with a lack of police protection, heighten Indigenous women’s vulnerability to violence.
Tragically, since 2004, the numbers have continued to rise. Five years after the initial report, Amnesty
International released No More Stolen Sisters: The Need for a Comprehensive Response to Discrimination and
Violence against Indigenous Women in Canada. This report highlighted the following five key issues as reasons
for the continued national tragedy of violence against Indigenous women:
• The role of racism and misogyny in perpetuating violence against Indigenous women
• Sharp disparities in the fulfilment of Indigenous women’s economic, social, political and cultural rights
• The continued disruption of Indigenous societies caused by the historic and ongoing mass removal of
children from Indigenous families and communities
• Disproportionately high numbers of Indigenous women in Canadian prisons, many of whom are
themselves the victims of violence and abuse
• Inadequate police response to violence against Indigenous women as illustrated by the handling of
missing person cases.
In 2014, Amnesty presented a report to the Special Parliamentary Committee on Violence Against Indigenous
Women entitled Violence against Indigenous Women and Girls in Canada: A Summary of Amnesty
International’s Concerns and Call to Action. This submission urged the federal government of Canada to take
immediate action through a comprehensive approach to addressing violence against Indigenous women and
girls in Canada.
Amnesty International has been instrumental in the push to launch a national public inquiry alongside
Indigenous communities, women’s groups and grassroots movements.
Native Women’s Association of Canada: Sisters in Spirit Initiative
The Native Women’s Association of Canada (NWAC) secured funds in 2005 from Status of Women Canada to
research and provide awareness about violence against Indigenous women. With this funding, the Sisters in
Spirit Initiative was launched. NWAC also developed a national database to track cases of violence against
Indigenous women. Their work culminated in a final report entitled What Their Stories Tell Us: Research
Findings from the Sisters in Spirit Initiative.
The report includes a framework for addressing and preventing violence against Indigenous women along with
the stories of missing Indigenous women and recommendations for policy development. NWAC’s prevention
and safety policy includes tools for educating young Indigenous women and girls on safety issues, and looks at
risk factors that make Indigenous women vulnerable to violence, including poverty, homelessness and lack of
affordable housing.
The need for police accountability and transparency, cultural sensitivity training and forming good relationships
with Indigenous communities are other key areas highlighted in the report. NWAC also expressed a need for
more research and awareness about various forms of violence, particularly violence perpetrated by strangers or
acquaintances. The need for improvements in tracking and identifying cases of missing and murdered
Indigenous women was another key area identified in the report. NWAC articulated that the violence
experienced by Indigenous women is much higher than reported in government statistics and police-collected
data. The report noted that about six out of ten incidents of violent crimes against Indigenous people go
unreported and that demographic information is not always collected.
The Legal Strategy Coalition on Violence Against Indigenous Women
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The Legal Strategy Coalition on Violence Against Indigenous Women (LSC) was formed in 2014 following the
murder of Inuk student Loretta Saunders. The coalition is a Canada-wide advocacy group that supports a
national inquiry and seeks to bring justice to the families of missing and murdered Indigenous women. In
February 2015, the LSC released a report in which it argued that over 700 recommendations made in 58
reports on missing and murdered Indigenous women and girls have been largely ignored by police and
government.
RCMP Reports on Violence against Indigenous W omen
In 2013, the commissioner of the RCMP called for a report on missing and murdered Indigenous women to
help guide operational planning. In May 2014, the RCMP released Missing and Murdered Aboriginal Women: A
National Operational Overview. This report documented a total of 1,181 people — 164 missing Indigenous
women and 1,017 Indigenous female homicide victims between 1980 and 2012. An updated report was
released in 2015, entitled Missing and Murdered Aboriginal Women: 2015 Update to the National Operational
Overview. This update documented an additional 11 Indigenous women identified as missing since the 2014
overview was conducted.
Prior to these reports, the RCMP’s investigations of missing and murdered Indigenous women and girls had
included a stretch of British Columbia’s Highway 16, known as the Highway of Tears. While the RCMP
acknowledges 18 murders and disappearances (mostly of Indigenous women and girls) in its list of Highway of
Tears cases, dating from 1969 to 2006, Indigenous groups argue that this number is misleading because it
reflects only the disappearances and murders that have happened in a specific geographic area, and that the
real number in northern British Columbia exceeds 40.
Critique of RCMP Reports
Groups including Amnesty International and the Legal Strategy Coalition on Violence against Indigenous
Women (LSC) critiqued the RCMP report for having critical gaps in the data. Amnesty noted that the 2015
update only included cases within the RCMP’s own jurisdiction. Over 300 non-RCMP police agencies were
included in the original 2014 report, but these were excluded from the update. According to Amnesty
International, this means that missing and murdered Indigenous women and girls in Ontario and Québec, for
example, were not included in the update. This is concerning given the mistrust and violence that has
historically characterized Indigenous-police relationships. In the fall of 2015, eight officers from the Sûreté du
Québec were suspended as a result of 14 allegations of abuse of power, sexual assault and other forms of
assault against Indigenous women.
The LSC criticized the 2015 report for highlighting intimate partner violence as a risk factor, which places blame
on Indigenous men and communities while failing to point out that many of the perpetrators are acquaintances
or strangers.
Response from the Federal Government
Despite the ongoing push from Indigenous women and communities and human rights groups such as
Amnesty International, the Canadian Feminist Alliance for International Action, Human Rights Watch and the
UN Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination against Women, the federal government continued to
dismiss the need to launch a national public inquiry. In fact, former prime minister Stephen Harper, speaking at
Yukon College in Whitehorse in August 2014, following the death of 15-year-old Tina Fontaine — who was
killed after she left her foster home — stated that violence against Indigenous women and girls in Canada
should not be viewed as “sociological phenomenon.” In other words, the Fontaine case was not part of a larger
crisis resulting from a variety of racial, sexual and colonial abuses or socio-economic issues. Several months
later, on 17 December 2014, during an interview with CBC chief correspondent Peter Mansbridge, Stephen
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Harper stated that a national inquiry on missing and murdered Indigenous women wasn’t “really high on [the
government’s] radar.”
Following the change in government in 2015, Prime Minister Justin Trudeau and the government of Canada
launched a national public inquiry.
National Public Inquiry
On 8 December 2015, the Government of Canada announced plans for the launch of an independent national
inquiry into missing and murdered Indigenous women and girls. The government pledged $53.86 million over
the course of two years for the inquiry, and held a “pre-inquiry” to seek input from stakeholders across Canada.
The commission of inquiry is due to provide a final report by 1 November 2018, outlining its findings and
recommendations for steps forward.

Pre-Inquiry Findings
The first step of the investigation was a pre-inquiry process, which took place between December 2015 and
February 2016. The goal was to receive input from groups including family members, Indigenous communities
and front-line workers about the scope and structure of the inquiry. This process aligns with the inquiry’s
commitment to focus on the well-being of Indigenous families and to ensure the process is culturally
appropriate. A summary of the feedback from the pre-inquiry process was published in May 2016. It included
four recommendations:
• The inquiry’s leadership must be transparent, independent and representative of the Indigenous
population. It was also recommended that Indigenous women should lead the inquiry.
• The investigation itself must be “sensitive to the needs of survivors, families and loved ones. Efforts
must be made to avoid a long, drawn-out and legal process.”
• The inquiry must address various points of view and must hear from as many people and organizations
as possible.
• A “broad approach to [the inquiry’s] analysis of the issues” is important. The inquiry must take into
consideration - and recommend solutions to - all of the socio-economic, cultural and political causes of
violence against Indigenous women, girls, trans and two-spirited people
• The inquiry must provide various forms of support to families and their allies. This includes ceremonies,
spiritual support, mental health counseling and community support.
Based on these findings, the government appointed five commissioners to lead the inquiry: Marion Buller (chief
commissioner, member of the Mistawasis First Nation and first Indigenous woman appointed to British
Columbia’s provincial court bench), Michèle Audette (former president of the Native Women’s Association of
Canada), Brian Eyolfson (human rights lawyer), Marilyn Poitras (constitutional law expert) and Qajaq Robinson
(lawyer raised in Nunavut). The inquiry also includes other staff and will likely not hear formal testimony from the
families until spring 2017. Marilyn Poitras resigned as a commissioner in July 2017, stating that she is "unable to
perform [her] duties as a commissioner with the process designed in its current structure.”
National Inquiry Findings
The national inquiry officially began on 1 September 2016. It is expected to release an interim report by 1
November 2017 and a final report by 1 November 2018.
Criticisms of the Inquiry
There have been some critiques of the commission from various Indigenous groups, who say it lacks
transparency, communication and inclusivity. In December 2016, the Native Women’s Association of Canada
said that the commission fails to keep families informed of its progress. In February 2017, the inquiry fired its
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communications director, Michael Hutchinson (of the Aboriginal Peoples Television Network), causing concern
that the hearing of testimony might be further delayed. While Hutchinson’s interim replacement, Sue
Montgomery (of the Montreal Gazette) has said that this would not delay the inquiry, the families of the missing
and murdered continue to press the commissioners for more clarity and better communication.
Some activists have also criticized the commission for failing to include missing and murdered Indigenous men,
boys, trans and two-spirited people in the inquiry. In February 2017, Susan Vella, the commission’s lead
counsel, said that while the inquiry is open to hearing testimony from Indigenous men and boys, its focus will
remain on Indigenous women and girls. The commission has also indicated that its inquiry will include groups
such as two-spirited and trans people.
Prevailing Attitudes toward Indigenous Women
During an opening address at an international conference on MMIWG, writer Maria Campbell stated that
“patriarchy and misogyny are so ingrained in our society that they are normal, and our silence makes them
normal.” Other Indigenous women activists have referred to the lack of awareness about missing and murdered
Indigenous women as a “deafening silence.” The following examples demonstrate the ways stereotypes that
may lead to violence against Indigenous women and girls are perpetuated and in some ways accepted within
different venues throughout society. In the two cases below, Indigenous women spoke out to raise awareness
about such violence.
In 2012, Mi’kmaq lawyer, activist and professor Pamela Palmater spoke out against offensive names of menu
items at the Holy Chuck Restaurant. The “Half-Breed” and “Dirty Drunken Half-Breed” were the names of two
hamburgers on the menu. These terms are racial slurs that have been used to perpetuate violence against
Indigenous peoples.
In July 2015, two paintings appeared on a storefront window — including one depicting bound and gagged
Indigenous women — during the Hospitality Days cultural festival in Bathurst, New Brunswick. Patty Musgrave,
Aboriginal advisor for New Brunswick Community College, wrote to city council, expressing her upset at the
painting, which trivialized, and perhaps even glorified, violence against Indigenous women and the history of
colonialism. Musgrave stated that “the building that housed these art pieces was a building in which two
human beings were murdered. One a woman. These murders were never solved and … it is quite offensive that
you would allow paintings to be hung in the windows of this building while still-grieving families must see this
as part of your ‘Hospitality Days.’”
Activists and the families of missing and murdered Indigenous women continue to persevere against these
prevailing attitudes, seeking justice, accountability, reconciliation and better public education
Support and Awareness
In recent years, with the launch of the national public inquiry and more awareness about MMIWG, there has
been a tremendous amount of support for Indigenous families and communities. Indigenous associations have
provided political, emotional and legal support and have also been instrumental in pushing for an inquiry.
Annual marches, vigils, the making of documentaries, and other awareness campaigns have brought people
together with a common goal of seeking justice. The annual Women’s Memorial March, also called Their Spirits
Live Within Us, has taken place every 14 February since the early 1990s. The first one was held in Vancouver’s
Downtown Eastside, in unceded Coast Salish territories. The Memorial March now takes place in cities all across
Canada to raise awareness, promote empathy and compassion, and bring healing to families that have lost a
loved one. The fourth of October is marked by Sisters in Spirit vigils that bring awareness and honour the
families of missing and murdered Indigenous women and girls. Events that take place on this day are supported
through the Native Women’s Association of Canada (NWAC) and take place in cities all across Canada. Other
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grassroots initiatives to raise awareness include the Walking with Our Sisters Campaign and the REDress
Campaign (two separate art installation projects) and the Faceless Dolls Project (an initiative of the NWAC).
Support has also come from non-Indigenous allies who have participated in vigils and awareness campaigns, as
well as mainstream media, which has begun documenting and providing public education about violence
against Indigenous women and girls, such as CBC. Actress Zoe Saldana is also reportedly working on a film to
help raise awareness.
Performance for MMIWG: https://youtu.be/q_vqlZJofo0
Questions after reading the article:
1. How did this article help you to understand DEZ’s statement in the first scene when she says “I’m sure you
can guess what happens to me in the end”?
2. What new information did you learn about MMIWG?

ACT 2 SCENE 7
WALKING IN THE NIGHT
We are in complete darkness. The performers are spread around the stage, but cannot be seen. A cell
phone turns on to reveal one woman’s face, then another, then another until all six women are
illuminated. They move all around the space, up into the aisles of the audience.
JOANNE: I used to avoid a stretch of Osler, that whole strip north of College east of Broad by the hospital.
DEZ: If I don’t take the bus at the corner of Hastings and Cambie then I have to go all the way back up to the
Skytrain and transfer to another bus.
KATE: When I get off work it’s about three in the morning. Some of the girls hold their keys, but I just carry
my money belt over my shoulder.
DEZ: And while I wait for the bus in the pitch-dark I’m thinking: I am so stupid.
KATE: There are so many coins in there I figure I could knock someone out with it.
JENNIE: In the woods along highway ten, they say there are coyotes.

DARYA: I’m real lucky, my neighbourhood is super safe.
JENNIE: Most of the time when a guy starts following me and talking to me...
JOANNE: It doesn’t happen to me very often.
KATE: I pretend I’m talking on my phone.
DEZ: I have this mantra. “Don’t fuck with me, don’t fuck with me…”
JOANNE (overlap with Dez “Don’t fuck with me”): Sometimes I just burst out running.
ALL “Don’t fuck with me, don’t fuck with me…”
FLO: But, like, there’s no need to be afraid of them. They’re more afraid of you than you are of them…
KATE: They can smell fear.
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FLO: The cops are just as bad.
JENNIE: I pretend I’m talking to my boyfriend.
FLO: In Valdore, if you don’t give them a blow job they drive you out of the city and leave you there to freeze.
DEZ: I mean I guess if they were hungry enough, maybe. You should be careful about being too friendly.
JENNIE: And I say to the pretend boyfriend: I’m being followed by this guy who’s drunk; I’m on a hundred
and first and ninety-fifth street.
JOANNE: If there’s a full moon the park is totally safe.
DARYA: I tell him to fuck off.
DEZ: Sometimes when I’m walking behind a woman and I can tell she doesn’t know who’s behind her, I make a
sound like [clears throat].
KATE (overlap with Jennie): One time my English student led me upstairs to write me a cheque, and then
blocked the doors and trapped me in the bedroom.
JENNIE (overlap with Kate): Once, a cab driver locked the doors and wouldn’t let me out until I gave him my
number.
DEZ: Or [sigh].
DARYA: Sometimes I risk it and sometimes I don’t, you know. Sometimes I’m up for it.
KATE: I jumped out through the fire escape.
FLO: I’ve heard so many stories.
DARYA: My cousin Zahra.
JOANNE: My sister-in-law when she was 14.
Extinguishes her light.
KATE: My friend Denise.
DEZ: The girl who was murdered in the park by my house.
JOANNE: She tried to scream but no sound came out.
Extinguishes her light.
FLO: Me, when I was in grade seven.
Extinguishes her light.
JOANNE: After my shift when I was a waitress in Saskatoon.
JENNIE: I’m one of the lucky ones.
Extinguishes her light.
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DARYA: On my way home from a gig.
Extinguishes her light.
KATE: On a night train.
JOANNE: Sometimes I just say fuck you! I’m gonna walk where I wanna walk.

Questions for discussion:

1. Whose story in Now You See Her did you relate to the most? Why?
2. This play is a mixture of choral singing, movement and text. How does each discipline communicate the
message differently from the others? Did you find one more effective?
3. If you were in this play what would your story be? How would you tell it?
4. What did you think about DEZ indicating at the beginning of the play what was going to happen to her? Did
you predict what was going to happen? How would your reaction to her story have been different if she did not
say anything?
5. Who is DARYA? What is her role in the world of the play?
6. What is your interpretation of the scene when JENNIE is taking off all of the women’s slips and handing them
her baby?
7. In the first scene when we see FLO she is handed chains and an argument ensues. What do you think that
argument was about and why do you think it happened?
8. Have you experienced any of the scenarios that KATE experiences in the show? What was happening? What
did you do?

Suggested activities:

1. Is there a speech you have always wanted to make to someone, an organization or an institution that you
have been too afraid to say? Use JOANNE’s acceptance speech as an inspiration to finally say what you have
always wanted to.
2. Collect the reviews from the newspapers that reviewed Now You See Her. Do you agree with what they have
to say? What do you think they got wrong? Write your own review.
3. Write a monologue, song, or choreograph a movement piece that tells your story as if you were a character
in the play. Is it fictional? Is it autobiographical?
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